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Abstract: An investigation of relatively light (GeV-scale), long-lived right-handed neutri-

nos is performed within minimal left-right symmetric models using the neutrino-extended

Standard Model Effective Field Theory framework. Light sterile neutrinos can be produced

through rare decays of kaons, D-mesons, and B-mesons at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)

and the Long-Baseline Neutrino Facility (LBNF) of Fermilab. Their decays could result in

displaced vertices, which can be reconstructed. By performing Monte-Carlo simulations, we

assess the sensitivities of the future LHC far-detector experiments ANUBIS, CODEX-b, FACET,

FASER(2), MoEDAL-MAPP1(2), MATHUSLA, the recently approved beam-dump experiment SHiP,

and the upcoming neutrino experiment DUNE at the LBNF, to the right-handed gauge-boson

mass MWR
as functions of neutrino masses. We find that DUNE and SHiP could be sensitive

to right-handed gauge-boson masses up to ∼ 25 TeV. We compare this reach to indirect

searches such as neutrinoless double beta decay, finding that displaced-vertex searches are

very competitive.
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1 Introduction

One of the big puzzles of the Standard Model (SM) is the mechanism behind the generation

of neutrino masses. Astrophysical [1, 2] and laboratory [3–6] neutrino flavor-oscillation ex-

periments have unequivocally shown that SM neutrino masses are non-vanishing. The SM

electroweak symmetry group SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y cannot accommodate non-zero left-handed (LH)

neutrino mass terms at the renormalizable level. However, adding right-handed (RH) neutrino

fields, which do not transform under SM gauge symmetries, allows for non-zero renormaliz-

able neutrino mass terms. Through a Yukawa term that couples a RH neutrino field to a

SM Higgs field and a LH (SM) neutrino field, electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) can

generate Dirac masses for the neutrinos in an analogous manner to the other (massive) SM

fermions. However, a Majorana mass term is allowed for the RH neutrinos in this case.

The combination of both Dirac and Majorana mass terms leads to Majorana neutrino

mass eigenstates and a split spectrum; this is usually referred to as the seesaw mechanism [7–

17]. In addition to the three light active neutrinos, there must exist at least two (three if

the lightest active neutrino is not massless) heavier Majorana neutrinos [18–20]. If these
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additional neutrinos have masses above the eV scale, their interactions are suppressed and

are often denoted as sterile neutrinos or heavy neutral leptons (HNLs) [21–23] (for a review

see Ref. [24]). Within this minimal scenario, the mass scale of sterile neutrinos is not well

constrained. It can range from very heavy (1015 GeV) to very light (eV), and the sterile-

neutrino pairs can either be almost mass-degenerate or have a large mass hierarchy. A generic

prediction, however, is that active neutrinos are Majorana and that processes violating lepton

number (L) by two units are possible.

Recently, there has been much interest in sterile neutrinos with GeV-scale masses (see,

for instance, Refs. [25–30]), especially in the context of searches for long-lived particles (LLPs)

(see Refs. [31–34] for recent reviews of LLPs). In the minimal scenario where the only inter-

actions between the sterile neutrinos and the SM particles are mediated by the active-sterile

neutrino mixings U2, the current bounds on the sterile neutrinos in this mass range hint that

these sterile neutrinos, if existent, would be long-lived [24, 35, 36]. Beam-dump, neutrino,

and collider experiments produce mesons in very large numbers. These mesons can produce

sterile neutrinos with masses in the MeV-GeV range through rare decays. With a long life-

time, these sterile neutrinos travel a macroscopic distance before potentially decaying inside

a detector volume placed a few to a few hundred meters away. Past studies have investigated

these minimal scenarios extensively and indicated that (proposed) future experiments such as

DUNE [37–43], ANUBIS [44, 45], SHiP [45–48], and MATHUSLA [33, 45, 49, 50], could be sensitive

to mixing angles U2 close to or even reaching the type-I seesaw predictions U2 ∼ mν/mN ,

where mν denotes the sum of active neutrino masses and mN the sterile neutrino mass, for

mN in the GeV range.

More recently, studies on long-lived HNLs have been extended from minimal to non-

minimal scenarios. Sterile neutrinos might only appear sterile at relatively low energies

because they interact through some decoupled beyond-the-SM (BSM) particles. Examples

are models in which RH neutrinos interact with Z ′ bosons [51, 52] or leptoquarks [53, 54].

Effective-field-theory (EFT) techniques can efficiently describe such additional interactions.

In particular, under the assumption that all BSM fields, except for the sterile neutrinos, are

heavy compared to the electroweak scale, the neutrino-extended SM-EFT (νSMEFT) [55–58]

Lagrangian describes all interactions between sterile neutrinos and SM fields that are Lorentz-

and gauge-invariant. The νSMEFT framework has been used to describe sterile-neutrino phe-

nomenology at a wide range of experiments [45, 59–78].

While efficient, a particular feature of the νSMEFT Lagrangian, which could be a disad-

vantage from certain perspectives, is that many possible operators exist even when considering

operators only up to dimension six. Choosing specific benchmark scenarios where only a few

operators are considered simultaneously has become customary. Typically, one operator is

selected to allow for the production of a sterile neutrino, while another operator is chosen

to induce the sterile neutrino to decay. While straightforward to implement, this procedure

oversimplifies the possible underlying BSM scenarios and might not be realistic. In particular,

it allows for an effective decoupling between the production and decay of the sterile neutrinos,

which is impossible in, for example, the minimal scenario, which we outline below. Similarly,

it is possible to consider sterile-neutrino interactions with only very specific quark and lep-

ton flavors, which can altogether avoid the stringent limits from experiments probing lepton

number violation such as neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ) searches [79–87]. Again, this

might not be very realistic.

To alleviate the above-mentioned problem of the νSMEFT, which is rooted in its intrinsic

bottom-up approach, one can resort to UV-complete models of non-minimally coupled sterile
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neutrinos, taking a top-down perspective. In this work, we investigate the minimal left-right

symmetric model (mLRSM) [10, 88–92]. In this model, RH neutrinos are charged under an

SU(2)R gauge symmetry appended to the SM gauge symmetry and interact with so-called

RH gauge bosons W±
R and Z ′. The mLRSM explains the smallness of the non-vanishing

active-neutrino masses with the seesaw mechanism [7–10, 91, 93], provides a dark-matter

candidate with the lightest sterile neutrino [94, 95], and interprets the matter-antimatter

asymmetry with leptogenesis [96–101]. Limits from collider searches for heavy gauge bosons

and light sterile neutrinos indicate that mWR
≳ 5TeV [102, 103] and Z ′ ≳ 4 TeV [104], such

that the non-minimal interactions of RH neutrinos are feeble, and the nomenclature of sterile

neutrinos still applies. While RH neutrinos are often assumed to then also appear at the

TeV scale, this is not necessarily true. They could be much lighter, similar to how most SM

fermions are light with respect to the electroweak gauge bosons (see Ref. [105] for a very

recent study on the phenomenology of a light pseudo-Dirac pair of sterile neutrinos in the

mLRSM). It has been argued that the relative lightness of RH neutrinos is required to avoid

the strong CP problem [106–108]. Furthermore, while the RH interactions of sterile neutrinos

are feeble, they can be large compared to the minimal mixing (this is roughly the case if

mWR
< mW /

√
U ≃ mW (mN/mν)

1/4 ≃ 30TeV, for mN = 1GeV and mν = 0.05 eV).

This work investigates the phenomenology of the mLRSM with GeV-scale sterile neu-

trinos. We perform an explicit matching to the νSMEFT framework. We then follow the

method of Refs. [43, 45] to investigate the discovery potentials for the light long-lived ster-

ile neutrinos with displaced-vertex (DV) searches to be performed at the LHC and the near

detector of the DUNE experiment [109–113] of the Long-Baseline Neutrino Facility (LBNF) at

Fermilab. For the LHC,1 we focus on the present and future experiments ANUBIS [117], FASER

and FASER2 [118, 119], MATHUSLA [33, 50, 120], FACET [121], CODEX-b [122], and MoEDAL-MAPP1

and MoEDAL-MAPP2 [123, 124], and the recently approved beam-dump experiment SHiP [46–

48, 125]. Since light sterile neutrinos with RH interactions can significantly impact 0νββ

rates [126–138], we also make a detailed comparison to complementary probes provided by

rare-meson-decay searches and 0νββ experiments. Somewhat remarkably, we find that these

very different probes have a comparable reach.

This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2, we introduce the mLRSM. In Sec. 3, we

detail the νSMEFT framework. We discuss sterile neutrino production and decay in the

mLRSM in Secs. 4 and 5, respectively. We elaborate on the phenomenology of neutrinoless

double beta decay in the mLRSM in Sec. 6. In Sec. 7, We explain the numerical simulation and

computation procedures for collider analysis based on the theoretical scenarios discussed in

the previous sections. We present the numerical results in Sec. 8 and provide our conclusions

and an outlook for future work in Sec. 9.

2 Minimal left-right symmetric model

We provide a concise review of the mLRSM [10, 88–92] in this section. The model extends the

electroweak sector of the SM by introducing a gauge-group extension, placing RH fermions

into doublets that transform under an SU(2)R gauge symmetry. It augments the fermionic

1We omit the LHCmain experiments ATLAS and CMS, as their usual trigger requirement of a high-pT lepton or

jet cannot be satisfied for the sterile neutrinos produced from meson decays as considered here. An exception,

though, can arise at the LHCb experiment where specific B-parking datasets [114, 115] could be utilized [116],

allowing for probing the sterile-neutrino scenarios studied in this work. Nevertheless, since the B-parking

searches do not use the full datasets available, we choose not to include this possibility in the work.
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particle content of the SM by including RH neutrinos, which are charged under the SU(2)R
gauge symmetry and couple to SU(2)R gauge bosons, known as ”RH gauge bosons.” In

combination with the SU(3)C gauge group for the strong interaction, the mLRSM gauge

group is given by

GLR ≡ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R ⊗ U(1)B−L, (2.1)

where “LR” stands for “left-right”, with the associated fermionic particle content

(LL,R)i =

(
νL,R
ℓL,R

)
i

, (QL,R)i =

(
uL,R
dL,R

)
i

, (2.2)

where i = 1, 2, 3 is a generation index, and the L,R subscripts are associated with the left-

and right-handed projection operators PL,R = (1∓ γ5)/2. To ensure that the GLR symmetry

group breaks down to GSM ≡ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y , the scalar sector in the mLRSM should be

an extension of the SM counterpart. To break the GLR gauge symmetry, the following scalar

triplets are introduced:

∆L,R ≡

(
δ+L,R/

√
2 δ++

L,R

δ0L,R −δ+L,R/
√
2

)
, (2.3)

which transform as ∆L ∈ (3,1, 2) and ∆R ∈ (1,3, 2) under GLR. Furthermore, to govern the

breaking of the electroweak symmetry, a scalar bi-doublet is introduced:

Φ ≡

(
ϕ01 ϕ+2
ϕ−1 ϕ02

)
, (2.4)

which transforms as Φ ∈ (2,2∗, 0). The Yukawa interactions in the mLRSM are given by

LY = −QL(ΓΦ+Γ̃Φ̃)QR−LL(ΓlΦ+Γ̃lΦ̃)LR−(L
c
Liσ2∆LYLLL+L

c
Riσ2∆RYRLR)+h.c., (2.5)

where Φ̃ ≡ σ2Φ
∗σ2 with σ2 the second Pauli matrix and Γ, Γ̃,Γl, Γ̃l, YL and YR are dimension-

less Yukawa coupling matrices. Furthermore, we have defined ψc
L,R = PR,Lψ

c with ψc ≡ Cψ
T

with the charge conjugation matrix C = −C−1 = −C† = −CT .

We denote the most general form of the scalar fields’ vacuum expectation values (vevs)

that retain the U(1)EM gauge invariance after spontaneous symmetry breaking as

⟨Φ⟩ =

(
κ/

√
2 0

0 κ′eiα/
√
2

)
, ⟨∆L⟩ =

(
0 0

vLe
iθL/

√
2 0

)
, ⟨∆R⟩ =

(
0 0

vR/
√
2 0

)
, (2.6)

where all parameters κ, κ′, vL, vR, α, and θL are real-valued [139]. Imposing the relation√
κ2 + κ′2 = v, with v = 246 GeV being the electroweak scale, ensures the correct masses

for the SM gauge bosons Z and W± ≡ W±
L . Consistency with the absence of right-handed

currents in experiments requires the relation vR ≫ v ≫ vL. The phases α and θL induce CP

violation, and, as elaborated upon below, the vevs vL and vR induce the Majorana neutrino

masses.

After the EWSB, the leptonic Yukawa interactions induce the following neutrino-mass

terms

Lν =
1

2
NMνN

c + h.c., Mν =

(
ML MD

MT
D MR

)
, (2.7)
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where Mν is a 6 × 6 symmetric neutrino-mass matrix. We have defined N , which, with the

generation index, reads Ni ≡ (νLi, ν
c
Ri)

T . For the Dirac and Majorana mass matrices, we note

the relations

MD ≡ (κΓl + κ′Γ̃le
−iα)/

√
2, ML ≡

√
2Y †

LvLe
−iθL , MR ≡

√
2YRvR, (2.8)

where since vR ≫ v ≫ vL one expects MR ≫MD ≫ML.

Throughout this work, it is most convenient to work in the neutrino mass eigenbasis

instead of the flavor eigenbasis. For the rotation to the neutrino mass eigenbasis, we follow

Ref. [128]. Diagonalization of the neutrino mass matrix is achieved through

U †MνU
∗ = diag(mν) ≡ (m1,m2,m3,M4,M5,M6), (2.9)

where U is a 6× 6 unitary matrix. The mass eigenstates ν1,2,3 (ν4,5,6) for the active (sterile)

neutrinos can be defined in terms of the current eigenstates as

ν = (ν1, . . . , ν6)
T ≡ Nm +N c

m = νc, (2.10)

where we have defined N ≡ UNm with Nm ≡ (ν ′L, ν
′c
R)

T = U †(νL, ν
c
R)

T .

We can express the mixing matrix U as

U =

(
UPMNS S

T UR

)
, (2.11)

where UPMNS is the usual 3 × 3 Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) LH neutrino-

mixing matrix and UR its analog for RH neutrinos. The 3× 3 matrices S and T dictate the

mixing strengths between the left- and right-handed neutrino sectors, which are expressed

with

S = RUR, T = −R†UPMNS, (2.12)

where the 3× 3 matrix R ≡ MDM
−1
R generates active-sterile neutrino mixing at the leading

order. Also at the leading order, the neutrino-mixing matrices UPMNS and UR are defined

through the relations

UPMNS m̂ν U
T
PMNS =ML −MDM

−1
R MT

D, (2.13)

URM̂N UT
R =MR, (2.14)

where m̂ν ≡ diag(m1,m2,m3) and M̂N ≡ diag(M4,M5,M6). For completeness, we note that

the PMNS matrix at second order in active-sterile mixing gains non-unitary contributions

through (1 − η)UPMNS, where η ≡ RR†/2. For our purposes, we can safely neglect these

contributions since ηij < 10−3 for every i, j ∈ {e, µ, τ} [140].

Suppressing the generation indices, we write the left- and right-handed fields as

νL = (PU)PLν = UPMNSν
′
L + Sν ′cR, νcL = (PU∗)PRν = U∗

PMNSν
′c
L + S∗ν ′R (2.15)

νR = (PsU
∗)PRν = T ∗ν ′cL + U∗

Rν
′
R, νcR = (PsU)PLν = Tν ′L + URν

′c
R. (2.16)

Note that, in comparison with the notations used in Refs. [141–143], we denote UPMNS = VL
and U∗

R = VR. In the above, the flavor-space projectors P and Ps are 6 × 3 matrices and

defined as

P ≡
(
I3×3 03×3

)
, Ps ≡

(
03×3 I3×3

)
. (2.17)
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A main characteristic of the mLRSM is the restoration of parity above vR. We must

impose a discrete symmetry to have an LR symmetry in the Yukawa sector. There are

two feasible choices [144]: a generalized charge conjugation (C) or a generalized parity (P)

scenario. The discrete field transformations are

C : QL ↔ Qc
R, LL ↔ Lc

R, Φ ↔ ΦT , ∆L ↔ ∆∗
R, (2.18)

P : QL ↔ QR, LL ↔ LR, Φ ↔ Φ†, ∆L ↔ ∆R . (2.19)

Requiring the Lagrangian to be invariant under these two discrete symmetries respectively

leads to the identities

C : ML = vL/vRMRe
−iθL , MD =MT

D, (2.20)

P : ML = vL/vRM
†
Re

−iθL , MD =M †
D, (2.21)

reducing the number of free parameters. The hermiticity of MD in the case of P is only valid

in the limit of (κ′/κ) sinα→ 0 [145, 146].

The spontaneous breaking of the SU(2)L and SU(2)R leads to massive gauge bosons. For

the charged gauge bosons, one expects the SU(2)R gauge bosons W±
R to mix with the SM

gauge bosons which we label with W±
L . The mass eigenstates W±

1,2 can be rotated into the

flavor eigenstates W±
L,R through(

W±
L

W±
R

)
=

(
cos ζ −e∓iα sin ζ

e±iα sin ζ cos ζ

)(
W±

1

W±
2

)
, (2.22)

where we have defined the mixing parameter

tan ζ ≡ gLκκ
′

gRv2R
. (2.23)

The physical charged gauge boson masses are

MW1 ≃ gLv

2
≃MWL

, MW2 ≃ gRvR√
2

≃MWR
, (2.24)

where gL,R are the SU(2)L,R gauge couplings, respectively. Once one imposes an LR symme-

try, the gauge coupling constants gL, gR and the SM SU(2)L gauge coupling g become equal,

g = gL = gR which leads to MWL
/MWR

≃ v/(
√
2vR) ≪ 1. The above relations result in

ζ ≃ ξ

2(ξ2 + 1)
λ, with λ ≡

(
MWL

MWR

)2

, and ξ ≡ κ′

κ
. (2.25)

2.1 Seesaw phenomenology

We divide our discussion of the sterile-neutrino phenomenology into canonical type-I and

type-II seesaw dominance scenarios. The phenomenology further depends on the choice of

the generalized LR symmetry – either imposing the generalized parity P or the generalized

charge conjugation C. We start with the more straightforward type-II seesaw scenario.

2.1.1 Canonical type-II scenario

In the canonical type-II seesaw scenario, Dirac masses of the neutrinos vanish, which results

in the block-diagonal mass matrix

MN =

(
ML 0

0 MR

)
. (2.26)
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The physical neutrino masses m̂ν and M̂N can be obtained by diagonalizing the Majorana

mass matrices ML and MR. From Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14), we find

U †
PMNSMLU

∗
PMNS = m̂ν , U †

RMRU
∗
R = M̂N . (2.27)

Employing the relations between ML and MR given in Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21), it is straight-

forward to obtain the relations between the RH neutrino mixing matrix UR and the PMNS

matrix for the two choices of discrete LR symmetries:

C : UR = UPMNSe
iθL/2, P : UR = U∗

PMNSe
−iθL/2. (2.28)

Both of these cases lead to the neutrino mass relation

M̂N =
vR
vL
m̂ν . (2.29)

In the Normal Hierarchy (NH) scenario, we have the active-neutrino mass ordering m1 <

m2 < m3, with

m2,3 = (m2
1 +∆m2

21,31)
1/2, (2.30)

where the squared mass differences ∆m2
ij ≡ m2

i −m2
j have been experimentally determined

and are tabulated in Tab. 1. On the other hand, the Inverted Hierarchy (IH) scenario has

m3 < m1 < m2, with

m1 = (m2
3 +∆m2

31)
1/2, m2 = (m2

3 +∆m2
21 −∆m2

31)
1/2. (2.31)

Explicitly, Eq. (2.29) implies the relations

NH :M4,5 =
m1,2

m3
M6, IH :M4,5 =

m3,1

m2
M6 , (2.32)

between the active (m1,2,3) and sterile neutrino mass eigenstates (M4,5,6), irrespective of

the choice of the additional discrete LR symmetry. The kinematic accessibility of the two

lightest sterile neutrinos, ν4,5 with masses M4,5, depends on the choice of hierarchy and the

choice of m1 and M6. The masses of the sterile neutrinos can be expressed in terms of the

active-neutrino masses once we fix the highest sterile-neutrino mass and decide the choice of

neutrino-mass hierarchy. The relations in Eq. (2.32) are depicted in Fig. 1.

Neutrino oscillation experiments have measured active-neutrino mixing angles and squared

mass differences between the active-neutrino mass eigenstates. We parameterize the PMNS

matrix as [147]

UPMNS =

1 0 0

0 c23 s23
0 −s23 c23


 c13 0 s13e

−iδ

0 1 0

−s13eiδ 0 c13


 c12 s12 0

−s12 c12 0

0 0 1


1 0 0

0 eiλ1 0

0 0 eiλ2

 , (2.33)

where λ1 and λ2 are unknown Majorana phases. We tabulate the current experimental values

of these PMNS parameters in Tab. 1.

The decay rates of sterile neutrinos into SM particles – and vice versa – will depend on

the sterile-neutrino masses, RH gauge boson masses, and mixing angles in the diagonalization

matrix U ; see Eq. (2.11). In the generalized parity symmetry P scenario, a lower limit on

the RH gauge boson masses can be determined through low-energy experimental bounds,

independent of the sterile neutrino masses. In principle, measurements of CP-violation in

kaon decays strongly limit MWR
≥ 17 TeV [148, 149]. The bound weakens to MWR

≥ 5.5

TeV when applying an additional Peccei-Quinn mechanism since additional freedom appears

in such a non-trivial model extension. This weaker bound is comparable to limits from direct

searches at the LHC [149].
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∆m2
21[10

−5 eV2] |∆m2
31|[10−3 eV2] sin2 θ12 sin2 θ23 sin2 θ13 δ[◦]

NH 7.42+0.21
−0.20 2.514+0.027

−0.028 0.304+0.013
−0.012 0.570+0.018

−0.024 0.02221+0.00068
−0.00062 195+51

−25

IH 7.42+0.21
−0.20 2.497+0.028

−0.028 0.304+0.013
−0.012 0.575+0.017

−0.021 0.02240+0.00062
−0.00062 286+27

−32

Table 1. Active-neutrino oscillation parameters with squared mass differences ∆m2
ij ≡ m2

i −m2
j and

∆m2
31 > 0 (< 0) in the NH (IH) [19].

10-6 10-5 10-4 0.001 0.010 0.100 1

10-4

0.01

1

100

10-6 10-5 10-4 0.001 0.010 0.100 1

Figure 1. Sterile-neutrino masses M4 and M5 as a function of the lightest neutrino mass in both the

NH (left) and the IH (right) for different choices of heaviest sterile neutrino mass M6.

2.1.2 Canonical type-I Scenario

We continue by exploring the mLRSM in the type-I seesaw scenario. In this case, a non-zero

Dirac mass matrix MD is allowed, and the Majorana mass matrix ML is zero by assuming

vL = 0. Unlike the type-II seesaw scenario, sterile-neutrino decay and production rates

now gain additional contributions through minimal mixing between the active and sterile

neutrinos.

A completely general study of the type-I seesaw scenario is beyond the scope of this work.

Instead, we follow Ref. [150] and assume an explicit form of the RH neutrino mixing matrix

C : UR = UPMNS, P : UR = U∗
PMNS . (2.34)

In the vL = 0 limit, this leads to the following expressions for the Dirac mass matrix:

C : MD = UPMNSM̂N

√
−M̂−1

N m̂νU
T
PMNS, (2.35)

P : MD = UPMNSM̂N

√
−M̂−1

N m̂νU
†
PMNS. (2.36)

As was the case in the type-II seesaw model, in the limit of ξ sinα→ 0 [145, 146], we obtain

the Dirac mass matrix equality in the case of a generalized P symmetry. To leading order,

we can express the active-sterile neutrino mixing matrix R =MDM
−1
R as

C : R = iUPMNSR̂U
†
PMNS, P : R = iUPMNSR̂U

T
PMNS, (2.37)

where we have defined

R̂ ≡ diag

(√
m1

M4
,

√
m2

M5
,

√
m3

M6

)
. (2.38)
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Seesaw model RH neutrino mixing matrix Relevant parameters

P
Type-I UR = U∗

PMNS MWR
, ξ, α, λ1, λ2, θL,m1,M4,M5,M6

Type-II UR = U∗
PMNSe

−iθL/2 MWR
, ξ, α, λ1, λ2, θL,m1,M6

C
Type-I UR = UPMNS MWR

, ξ, α, λ1, λ2, θL,m1,M4,M5,M6

Type-II UR = UPMNSe
iθL/2 MWR

, ξ, α, λ1, λ2, θL,m1,M6

Table 2. Summary of independent parameters in the mLRSM scenarios under consideration in the

NH case. The replacement m1 → m3 gives the corresponding summary for the IH case.

Now, we can obtain our final expression for the neutrino mixing matrix U in the type-I Seesaw

scenario by substituting Eqs. (2.34) and (2.37) into Eq. (2.11). For the two choices of LR

symmetry, we have

C : U =

 UPMNS iUPMNSR̂

iUPMNSR̂ UPMNS

 , (2.39)

P : U =

 UPMNS iUPMNSR̂

iU∗
PMNSR̂ U∗

PMNS

 , (2.40)

which are denoted as C- and P-symmetric, respectively.

It is important to emphasize that, unlike the case in the type-II seesaw phenomenology,

there are no direct relations between the active- and sterile-neutrino masses. Hence, the

sterile-neutrino masses M4,5,6 are free parameters in the type-I seesaw scenario and could

thus vary over a broad mass range. In principle, M4,5,6 could all be kinematically allowed in

searches for long-lived HNLs. We provide an overview of independent parameters given the

seesaw scenarios under consideration in Tab. 2.

3 Standard model effective field theory extended by sterile neutrinos

3.1 The effective neutrino Lagrangian

In the mLRSM, the masses of the RH scalars and gauge bosons depend on the SU(2)R vev

vR. However, the sterile neutrinos have masses Mi, with i = 4, 5, 6, which we assume to be

significantly smaller. Since Mi ≪ vR, there is a separation of scales, which suggests applying

EFT techniques. At the scale vR, we integrate out heavy mLRSM degrees of freedom and

match to the νSMEFT Lagrangian [58]. The resulting EFT contains singlet νR fields in

addition to SM fields and accommodates all effective operators explicitly invariant under the

SM gauge group.

Since we assume that vR ≫ vL, additional (charged) Higgs scalars are too heavy to

significantly contribute to sterile-neutrino production and decay rates. The relevant terms in

the charged-current dim-6 νSMEFT Lagrangian containing at least one sterile neutrino are

L(6)CC
νSMEFT =

∑
i

{
C

(6)
φνl

[
(Dµφ)

†iφ̃
] [
l
i
Rγ

µνiR

]
+
∑
j,k

(
C

(6)
duνl,jk

[
ujRγ

µdkR

] [
l
i
Rγµν

i
R

])}
+ h.c.,

(3.1)
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where νR and lR are right-chiral neutrino and lepton fields and uR and dR are right-chiral up-

and down-type quark fields. Furthermore, i, j, k = {1, 2, 3} are flavor-generation indices and

C
(6)
duνl, C

(6)
φνl are 3× 3 matrices in lepton-flavor space that are given by

C
(6)
duνl,jk = V R

jk C
(6)
νl , C

(6)
φνl = − 1

v2R

2ξ

1 + ξ2
e−iα, (3.2)

with the ratio of vevs ξ ≡ κ′/κ (cf. Eq. (2.6)) and V R
ij are elements of the RH 3 × 3 quark-

mixing matrix.

In P-symmetric mLRSMs (cf. Eq. (2.40)), these are equal to elements of the LH (CKM)

quark mixing matrix in the limit of ξ sinα → 0. In C-symmetric mLRSMs (cf. Eq. (2.39)),

V R equals the complex conjugated CKM matrix V ∗, up to additional phases. In this work,

the amplitudes for meson decays are governed by, at most, one diagram containing one quark

transition. Hence, only the norms of the quark mixing matrix elements are relevant, which

are equivalent in both the C- and P-symmetric mLRSMs.

After we apply the matching procedure to the νSMEFT Lagrangian, we evolve the higher-

dimensional operators to the EW scale v, where we integrate out heavy SM fields (top quark,

Higgs boson, and W±- and Z-bosons). We match the resulting terms at the tree level to a

SU(3)C⊗U(1)EM-invariant neutrino-extended low-energy EFT (νLEFT). The vector-current

operators in Eq. (3.1) have vanishing QCD anomalous dimensions at one loop and hence do

not evolve under QCD between vR and v up to negligible electroweak corrections.

The relevant charged-current operators are

L(6)CC
νLEFT =

2GF√
2

∑
i,j,l

{∑
k

(
uiLγ

µdjL

[
C

(6)
VLL1,ijkle

k
Lγµν

l + C
(6)
VLR1,ijkle

k
Rγµν

l
]

+ C
(6)
VRR,ijklu

i
Rγ

µdjRe
k
Rγµν

l
)
+ νiLγ

µeiL

[
C

(6)
VLL2,jke

j
Lγµν

l + C
(6)
VLR2,ijke

j
Rγµν

l
]}

,

(3.3)

where we have rotated to the neutrino mass basis, cf. Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16). In the above,

GF = (
√
2v2)−1 is the Fermi constant, uL,R and dL,R are chiral up- and down-type quark fields,

eL,R are charged lepton fields, and i, j, k = {1, 2, 3} are flavor indices, whereas l = {1, . . . , 6}
denotes the neutrino mass eigenstates. The Wilson coefficients are given by

C
(6)
VLL1,ijkl = −2Vij(PU)kl, C

(6)
VLL2,kl =

C
(6)
VLL1,ijkl

Vij
, (3.4)

C
(6)
VLR1,ijkl = Vijv

2(PsU
∗)kl C

(6)
φνl, C

(6)
VLR2,ijkl =

C
(6)
VLR1,ijkl

Vij
, (3.5)

C
(6)
VRR,ijkl = v2(PsU

∗)kl C
(6)
duνl,ij . (3.6)

The relevant neutral-current interactions are

L(6)NC
νLEFT = −4GF√

2

∑
i,j,k

ηjkZ (f)C
(6)
Z,ijk(f)

[
νjLγµν

i
] [
f
k
γµfk

]
, (3.7)

where i = {1 . . . 6} is flavor indices for the neutrino mass eigenstates, j, k = {1, 2, 3} are flavor

indices for fermion fields f ∈ {uL, dL, uR, dR, lL, νL, lR}, and

C
(6)
Z,ij(f) = (PU)ji

[
T 3
L − sin2 θWQ

]
, (3.8)
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with electric charge Q and the isospin projection T 3
L = τ3/2 for LH doublets. For the sym-

metry factor, we have ηijZ (νL) =
1
2(2− δij) and η

ij
Z (f) = 1 otherwise.

Since the vector-current operators in Eq. (3.3) have vanishing QCD anomalous dimen-

sions, they do not evolve between v and sterile-neutrino massesMi when v > Mi > λχ ∼ GeV.

The dim-6 neutral-current and charged-current νLEFT Lagrangians are sufficient to calculate

all sterile-neutrino production and decay rates in this work.

All the terms in the dim-6 νLEFT Lagrangian are lepton-number conserving. Neverthe-

less, they allow for non-zero contributions to 0νββ processes, which induce lepton-number

violation through Majorana masses Mi originating from virtual neutrino propagators. We

further elaborate on this point in Sec. 6.

4 Sterile-neutrino production

In this section, we investigate the production rates of sterile neutrinos. We focus on the

production via decays of mesons, which are copiously produced at the interaction points

(IPs) of the experiments considered in this work. The production of sterile neutrinos with

mass O(GeV) via the decays of Higgs, W - and Z-boson, if existent, is subdominant as a

result of the relatively smaller production cross sections of these bosons, and is hence not

considered here. This analysis studies leptonic and semi-leptonic decays of K±, KL, KS ,

D±, D0, Ds, B
±, B0, and Bs mesons. We neglect subdominant contributions from Bc, J/Ψ,

and Υ mesons, though they might extend the upper mass reach of the sterile neutrinos to a

minor extent.

4.1 Minimal mixing scenario

We start by analyzing the phenomenology of a scenario where sterile neutrinos are only

produced through minimal mixing with the SM neutrinos. In this scenario, there are no RH

gauge-boson contributions, and the production of the sterile neutrinos occurs exclusively via

LH currents. The only relevant Wilson coefficients are C
(6)
VLL1,ijkl = −2Vij(PU)kl, where Vij

are CKM matrix elements and U the neutrino mixing matrix.

It is simplest to assume that only the lightest sterile neutrino is kinematically available

to be produced from the meson decays. From this point forward, for notational clarity, we

will denote the sterile neutrino mass eigenstates as N4, N5 and N6. The sterile-neutrino mass

range we consider is 0 < M4 < mBs ∼ 5.37 GeV. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, we follow

Ref. [150] for our decay-rate calculations, including the phase-space integration, the relevant

form factor parameterizations, and the decay constants.

We consider the branching ratios of mesons decaying into final states that include exactly

one sterile neutrino. This is reasonable in the minimal mixing scenario owing to the smallness

of the relevant neutrino mixing angles. Branching ratios in this scenario have been calculated

and discussed extensively in the literature; see e.g. Refs. [26, 150]. In the considered sterile-

neutrino production processes, either no meson, a pseudoscalar meson, or a vector meson

accompanies the sterile neutrino in the final state.

In Fig. 2, the branching ratios of B,D → e− + N4 + X processes are shown for mix-

ing angles (Ue4, Uµ4, Uτ4) = (1, 0, 0), where X denotes the potential final-state meson. We

have arbitrarily set the mixing angle Ue4 = 1 since the decay rates in all depicted processes

scale with an overall factor |Ue4|2. From Fig. 2, it is evident that decays with no mesons,

pseudoscalar mesons, or vector mesons in the final-state configuration all give dominant con-

tributions at different points in the sterile-neutrino mass range. Hence, we take all these
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Figure 2. A selection of branching ratios for decays of B and D mesons into a sterile neutrino in the

minimal scenario.

decays into account in our further analysis. Our results agree with those derived in previous

works [26, 45].

4.2 Left-right symmetric models

We continue by analyzing sterile-neutrino production in the mLRSM scenarios. We first

assume a type-II seesaw scenario, where Dirac masses MD are set to zero, and there is no

minimal mixing between the left- and right-handed neutrino sectors. Hence, all active-sterile

neutrino mixing angles are zero, and there are no purely LH current interactions with sterile

neutrinos since C
(6)
VLL1 = 0. Neutral-current sterile-neutrino production via semi-leptonic

meson decays is loop-suppressed because the Z and Z ′ boson interactions are quark-flavor

diagonal. An example of such a decay would be Bs → KS/ϕ + N4,5 + N4,5. Because of

this loop suppression, such decay channels are neglected. This implies that the right-handed

charged gauge bosonWR is the only BSM gauge boson providing non-negligible contributions

to the meson decay rates.

Since we neglect neutral-current processes, the sterile-neutrino production rates are sim-

ilar for all sterile-neutrino mass eigenstates with identical masses. That is, in this limit, the

only difference between the production rates of N4, N5, and N6 via meson decays arises from

an overall factor |UR|2kl containing the appropriate RH neutrino mixing-matrix angle. This

implies

Br(M → ℓ− +Nk1 +X)

Br(M → ℓ− +Nk2 +X)
=

|UR|2k1l
|UR|2k2l

, (4.1)

where the mesonM ∈ {B,D,K} and the charged lepton ℓ ∈ {e, µ, τ}. Since only the absolute

squares of the mixing angles are relevant, there is no dependence on the complex phases λ1, λ2,

and θL that appear in UR. The choice of the discrete LR symmetry is also irrelevant to the

meson decay rates in this scenario. This greatly simplifies the available parameter space. The

choice of the heaviest neutrino mass, M6, fixes the mass relation between the active neutrino

mass m1 and the lightest sterile neutrino mass M4 and does not impact the meson decay

rates as long as M6 is large enough to make N5 kinematically unavailable, cf. Eq. (2.32). For

simplicity, we set the CP-violating phase α = 0. From Tab. 2, in the limit where only N4

is kinematically available, it is then apparent that only two relevant benchmark parameters

remain. These are the ξ = κ′/κ, which determines the WL-WR mixing strength, and MWR
,

which is the mass of the RH charged gauge boson.

In Fig. 3, representative branching ratios are shown forM → ℓ−+N4+X decay processes.

We have fixed the RH gauge-boson mass at a relatively small value of MWR
= 7 TeV and

considered both cases of ξ = 0 and ξ = 0.3 for the WL-WR mixing parameter. In this
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Figure 3. A selection of branching ratios forM → l−+N4+X decay processes, whereM = {B,D,K}
and l = {e, µ, τ}, in mLRSM scenarios for M6 = 100 GeV and MWR

= 7 TeV. We work in the NH

and have set the WL-WR mixing parameter ξ = 0 (ξ = 0.3) in the left (right) panels.

scenario, all decay rates that produce sterile neutrinos scale with M−4
WR

. The heaviest sterile-

neutrino mass has been set to M6 = 100GeV, so the sterile-neutrino mass eigenstate M5 is

kinematically unavailable. Choosing a larger value for M6 would not impact the dependence

of the meson decay rates on M4, but it would shift the m1 axes through Eq. (2.32). Leptonic

and semi-leptonic meson decays into final-state pseudoscalar or vector mesons dominate the

sterile-neutrino production rates at different M4 and are hence all considered in the further

analysis.

Furthermore, a non-zero value of ξ amplifies the pseudoscalar-meson decay rates into a

sterile neutrino, a charged lepton, and a pseudoscalar meson. In contrast, ξ ̸= 0 suppresses

pseudoscalar-meson two-body decays, and pseudoscalar-meson decays into a sterile neutrino,

a charged lepton, and a vector meson. The interference terms in the meson decay rates

between the Wilson coefficients C
(6)
VRR and C

(6)
VLR that appear for ξ ̸= 0 cause these effects.
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For semi-leptonic B- and D-meson decays, the relevant hadronic matrix elements are

⟨hPS| q1γµPL,Rq2 |B,D⟩ = +
1

2
⟨hPS| q1γµq2 |B,D⟩ , (4.2)

⟨hV| q1γµPL,Rq2 |B,D⟩ = ∓1

2
⟨hV| q1γµγ5q2 |B,D⟩ , (4.3)

where hPS and hV are pseudoscalar mesons and vector mesons, respectively, and the minus

(plus) sign on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.3) corresponds to the projection operator PL (PR).

This relative minus sign in Eq. (4.3) – which also appears in the two-body leptonic decays

– leads to destructive interference terms linear in ξ. These effects are sizeable for large ξ.

Explicitly, the decay rates will be proportional to a factor |C(6)
VRR∓C

(6)
VLR1|2. In the limit where

the CP-violating phase α = 0, we have C
(6)
VLR1 = 2ξ

1+ξ2
C

(6)
VRR, cf. Eqs. (3.2), (3.5) and (3.6).

Hence, for values of ξ approaching 1, the three-body decays into a pseudoscalar meson, and

the two-body leptonic decays are suppressed.

In type-I seesaw scenarios, sterile-neutrino production can occur via contributions from

active-sterile neutrino mixing and RH currents. In the vanishing WL-WR mixing limit, one

can analytically determine under what conditions contributions from either the RH current

or the active-sterile mixing dominate the meson-decay processes. If only the lightest sterile

neutrino N4 is kinematically available, both contributions are equivalent when(
MWR

80 TeV

)4 ( m1

meV

)(GeV

M4

)
≃ 1 . (4.4)

For instance, given the lightest sterile neutrino at the pion threshold (M4 = 0.14 GeV), the

RH-current contributions will dominate for MWR
≤ 50 TeV if m1 = 1 meV. Employing the

above relation, we see that for relatively light MWR
< 10 TeV and ξ = 0, type-I seesaw

scenarios converge to type-II scenarios since the minimal-mixing contributions are negligible

for every reasonable choice of the lightest active-neutrino mass2 in the sterile-neutrino mass

range mπ < M4 < mBs .

5 Sterile-neutrino decay

In this section, we study the leptonic and semi-leptonic decays of sterile neutrinos. The

leptonic decays may proceed via charged or neutral weak currents. For the sterile-neutrino

decays into mesons, we consider the pseudoscalar mesons (π,K, η, η′, D,Ds, ηc) and the vector

mesons (ρ, ω,K∗, ϕ,D∗, D∗
s). We employ the physical parameters, decay constants, and form

factors listed in Ref. [45] to compute the relevant decay processes.

The decays into multi-meson final states warrant some discussion. As argued in Ref. [26],

these become relevant for sterile neutrinos heavier than roughly 1 GeV in the minimal case.

In the previous work, to avoid the tedious process of summing exclusive multi-meson decay

channels, the contributions of multi-meson final states have been approximated by multi-

plying the decay width of sterile neutrinos into spectator quarks with an appropriate loop

correction [152–154], which was initially employed to calculate multi-meson corrections in

inclusive hadronic decay rates of the τ lepton. We employ this procedure here as well for the

minimal scenario. For sterile neutrinos with masses below 1 GeV, we compute the lifetimes by

explicitly summing over final states that are purely leptonic or contain a single meson [26, 45],

2This requires
∑

i=1,2,3

mi < 0.12 eV, considering cosmological constraints [151].
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Figure 4. Ratios of the sterile-neutrino decay widths into individual mesons to the inclusive hadronic

decay width calculated with Eq. (5.1) for ξ = 0.3 and M6 = 100, as functions of M4/m1. The solid

line labeled with “N4 → total” corresponds to the sum of the dashed curves.

while for masses above 1 GeV, we use

Γ(N4 → ℓ−/νℓ + hadrons) ≃ [1 + ∆QCD(M4)] Γtree(N4 → ℓ−/νℓ + q1q2), (5.1)

where

∆QCD(M4) =
αs(M4)

π
+ 5.5

αs(M4)
2

π2
+ 26.4

αs(M4)
3

π3
. (5.2)

5.1 Left-right symmetric models

In mLRSM scenarios, determining the precision of the multi-meson corrections is more subtle.

In a type-II seesaw scenario without WL-WR mixing, all mesons produced in sterile-neutrino

decays couple to W±
R gauge bosons, whereas in the minimal scenario, they couple to W±

L

gauge bosons. Since QCD is invariant under parity transformations, we expect the multi-

meson corrections to hold similarly in these scenarios. In this case, employing Eq. (5.1) would

be appropriate for sterile-neutrino masses above 1 GeV. In principle, this is no longer true

once we consider non-zero WL-WR mixing scenarios since the ξ dependence is dictated by the

parity of the hadronic final state [in analogy to Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3)]. Because ξ < 0.8 cannot

be too large in practice [144], we neglect this difference and use Eq. (5.1) also when including

WL-WR mixing. We do not expect this approximation to affect our results significantly but

stress that accounting for these WL-WR mixing effects by explicitly computing the QCD

corrections would be interesting.

In Fig. 4, we compare single-meson and multi-meson decay widths by naively applying

the inclusive hadronic corrections in a scenario where ξ = 0.3. The naive corrections appear

significant for M4 > 1.55 GeV, and assuming single-meson currents, as shown in the plot,

leads to a systematic underestimate of the hadronic contributions to sterile-neutrino decays.

Hence, for ξ = 0.3, we calculate the total sterile-neutrino decay rates in this scenario by

applying Eq. (5.1) for 1.55 GeV < M4 < mBs . One can straightforwardly generalize this

approach for different values of ξ.

Fig. 5 depicts the proper decay length of the lightest sterile neutrino cτN4 for type-II

seesaw scenarios with and without WL-WR mixing, where c is the speed of light and τN4

is the proper lifetime of the sterile neutrino. Working in the NH – which is what we will

do throughout this work – we consider a scenario with MWR
= 7TeV, M6 = 100GeV such
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Figure 5. Proper decay lengths of sterile neutrinos in type-II seesaw mLRSM scenarios with and

without WL-WR mixing for MWR
= 7 TeV and M6 = 100 GeV.

that N5 is kinematically unavailable, and ξ = 0.3. It is perhaps surprising that around

M4 = 1GeV, the N4 lifetimes are nearly equal despite the substantial interference effects

caused by the non-zero WL-WR mixing, but this is partially the case because we apply the

same naive inclusive hadronic correction in both cases. These decay lengths allow for the

detection of sterile neutrinos in prospective far-detector experiments at the LHC, as well as at

DUNE, and SHiP. We discuss this further in Sec. 7.

In Fig. 6, the primary decay branching ratios of the lightest sterile neutrino N4 into SM

leptons and bound state mesons are depicted for M4 < 1.55GeV. The hadronic decays dom-

inate the sterile-neutrino decay processes once they become kinematically accessible around

the charged pion threshold M4 > Mπ± = 139.6MeV. The vector meson N4 → e−/µ− + ρ+

decay modes dominate at larger M4, which is unsurprising as a result of the constructive

interference terms in the decay rates being linear in ξ and the fact that these processes are

Cabibbo-allowed. These branching fractions are independent of the charged RH gauge boson

mass MWR
since all decay rates scale as M−4

WR
.

In Fig. 7, the proper decay lengths for the lightest sterile neutrino N4 as functions of M4

are shown in type-I seesaw scenarios without WL-WR mixing for various values of the lightest

active neutrino’s mass m1 and the RH gauge boson’s mass MWR
. The maximum value

m1 = 3 × 10−2 eV is close to the upper limit permissible under the cosmological constraints

on the active neutrino masses. The left (right) panel shows the scenario where MWR
=

7TeV (50TeV). ForMWR
= 7TeV, when the sterile-neutrino mass surpasses the charged-pion

threshold, and RH currents start contributing to the sterile-neutrino decays, the dependence

of the sterile-neutrino lifetime on the lightest sterile neutrino mass immediately diminishes.

This is due to the relatively light mass of the charged RH gauge boson. For M4 < Mπ± ,

the only kinematically available decay channels are neutral-current decays, which depend

linearly on m1. In contrast, the sterile-neutrino lifetimes for MWR
= 50TeV exhibit a more

substantial dependence on m1 across the relevant M4 mass range. This dependence becomes

progressively less significant as M4 increases. The proper-lifetime behavior is similar in a

scenario where ξ = 0.3.
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Figure 6. Sterile-neutrino decay branching fractions in a type-II seesaw mLRSM scenario where

ξ = 0.3 andM6 = 100 GeV. The N4 → leptons+e, µ branching fraction includes every N4 decay mode

that includes one electron and one muon.
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Figure 7. Proper decay lengths of the lightest sterile neutrino in type-I seesaw scenarios for several

values of m1 and MWR
, with ξ = 0.

6 Neutrinoless double beta decay

Neutrinos being Majorana states and lepton number violation are key features of the mLRSM.

These features lead to non-zero 0νββ decay rates. In addition to the usual contributions aris-

ing from the exchange of light active neutrinos between two nucleons in a nucleus, interesting

additional contributions appear in the mLRSM.

First of all, with just LH weak interactions, additional contributions arise from the ex-

change of the heavier sterile neutrinos due to the mixing between νL and νR. Then, in the

mLRSM, owing to the RH gauge interactions, there are contributions solely from νR exchange.

The WL-WR mixing also leads to additional topologies. Further, there can be diagrams in-

volving minimal mixing and right-handed gauge interactions (sometimes these are called the

λ and η mechanisms [155]). Finally, there are contributions from the exchange of the doubly

charged scalars δ++
L,R. However, in scenarios with relatively light RH neutrinos, these contri-

butions are sub-leading and can be neglected [150]. Which of these contributions dominates

depends on the interplay between the sterile-neutrino masses, theMWL
/MWR

mass ratio, and

the amount of WL-WR mixing.

The various contributions to 0νββ decays in the mLRSM have been investigated in dif-
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ferent approaches [155–159]. In the last years, significant progress has been made towards a

systematic EFT description of the 0νββ decays that takes into account the large-scale sepa-

rations between the lepton-number-violating mechanism, the typical scale of nuclear physics,

and the energy release in the 0νββ decays [160–164]. This framework has been used to com-

pute the 0νββ decay rates within the mLRSM. The formulae are rather lengthy and explicitly

given in Ref. [150]. Here, we discuss the salient features.

Within the mLRSM, the 0νββ decay amplitude mainly depends on two structures3

A =
g2AG

2
Fme

πRA

[
6∑

i=1

AL(mi) ē(k1)PRe
c(k2) +

6∑
i=1

AR(mi) ē(k1)PLe
c(k2)

]
+ . . . , (6.1)

where gA ≃ 1.27 is the nucleon axial charge and RA ≃ 1.2A1/3 fm is the nuclear radius of a

nucleus with A nucleons. The dots denote other structures that are sub-leading [150]. After

integrating over the final state phase space, the 0νββ decay rate is then given by(
T 0ν
1/2

)−1
= g4A

[
G01

(
|AL|2 + |AR|2

)
− 2(G01 −G04)ReA∗

LAR

]
, (6.2)

where AL,R =
∑6

i=1AL,R(mi) and G01,04 are atomic phase space factors. We will consider
136Xe for which {G01, G04} = {1.5, 3.2} · 10−14 yr−1.

The structure AL(mi) involves the LH charged leptonic current and includes the exchange

of the active Majorana neutrinos. The relevant expression is given by

AL(mi) = − mi

4me
M(mi)

(
C

(6)
VLL

)2
udei

, (6.3)

in terms of the nuclear matrix element (NME) M(mi), that depends on the mass of the

exchanged neutrino (technically, it is a combination of hadronic and nuclear matrix elements,

but we use NME here for simplicity). In the modern approach, the NMEs are computed by

combining chiral EFT with many-body nuclear methods. For a detailed discussion of the

mass dependence of the NMEs, we refer to Refs. [74, 138, 165].

We recall that in the mLRSM
(
C

(6)
VLL

)
udei

= −2Vud(PU)ei. In the type-II seesaw limit, the

6× 6 U -matrix is block-diagonal, and the LH amplitude only sums over the active neutrinos.

In this case, we can neglect the neutrino mass dependence of the NMEs and obtain

AL ≃ −
V 2
ud

me
M(0)

3∑
i=1

(UPMNS)
2
eimi ≡ −

V 2
ud

me
M(0)mββ , (6.4)

in terms of the effective Majorana neutrino mass mββ and M(0) = O(1). Beyond the type-II

limit, AL(mi) generally depends on the exchange of sterile neutrinos.

The second structure AR(mi) involves RH charged lepton currents. Within the mLRSM,

it consists of two contributions

AR(mi) = − mi

4me

[
M(mi)

(
C

(6)
VRR + C

(6)
VLR

)2
udei

+ 2MLR(mi)
(
C

(6)
VRR

)
udei

(
C

(6)
VLR

)
udei

]
.

(6.5)

The first term corresponds to two RH charged quark currents. Because QCD conserves parity,

the associated NME is the same as in Eq. (6.3). The second term involves both a left- and a

right-handed charged quark current and comes with its own NME.

3In this section we sometimes use for notational convenience m1,2,3,4,5,6 instead of m1,2,3 and M4,5,6.
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In the type-II limit and turning off WL-WR mixing (setting ξ = 0 and thus C
(6)
VLR = 0),

we obtain

Aξ=0
R ≃ −

V 2
ud

me

M4
WL

M4
WR

6∑
i=4

M(Mi) (UPMNS)
2
eI Mi , (6.6)

where I ≡ i−3. We can now compare the RH contributions to the standard LH contributions

in Eq. (6.3). For very light sterile neutrinos M4,5,6 ≪ mπ (not the focus of this work), we can

again neglect the neutrino mass in the NME and obtain

Aξ=0
R

AL
∼
M4

WL

M4
WR

Mββ

mββ
≃ (4 · 103)

(
1TeV

MWR

)4(0.01 eV

mββ

)(
Mββ

1MeV

)
, (6.7)

where Mββ ≡
∑6

i=4 (UPMNS)
2
eI Mi. For example, for Mββ ≃ 1 MeV and mββ ≃ 0.1 eV, RH

contributions dominate for MWR
≤ 8 TeV.

In the opposite limit M4,5,6 ≫ mπ, we have M(Mi) ∼ m2
π/M

2
i so that AR is dominated

by the lightest sterile neutrino M4. In this limit, we have roughly

Aξ=0
R

AL
∼
M4

WL

M4
WR

m2
π

mββM4
≃ (8 · 104)

(
1TeV

MWR

)4(0.01 eV

mββ

)(
1GeV

M4

)
. (6.8)

For M4 = 1GeV ≪ M5,6 and mββ = 0.1 eV, the RH contributions dominate for MWR
≤ 20

TeV. While these expressions are only estimates, they give an idea of the scale that can be

reached.

The situation becomes more complicated and interesting once we turn onWL-WR mixing.

This leads to a non-zero value of CVLR and an additional contribution to AR. In the type-II

limit, we can write

Aξ
R ≃ Aξ=0

[
1 +

4ξ2

(1 + ξ2)2
e−2iα

]
−
V 2
ud

me

M4
WL

M4
WR

4ξe−iα

1 + ξ2

6∑
i=4

MLR(Mi) (UPMNS)
2
eI Mi . (6.9)

Because ξ < 0.8 [144] cannot be too large, the change in Aξ=0 in the first term is not too

severe. The second term, however, can dominate Aξ
R. In particular, for Mi ≥ 1 GeV, we can

integrate out the sterile neutrinos, and the WL-WR mixing leads to dimension-nine lepton-

number-violating operators of the form (ūLγ
µdL) (ūRγ

µdR) ēLCē
T
L. This operator has the

right chiral properties to induce, at lower energies, processes of the form π−π− → e−e−,

which lead to enhanced 0νββ amplitudes once the pions are exchanged between nucleons in a

nucleus [160, 162, 166]. This enhancement disappears for smallerMi ≤ mπ but is still present

for the sterile neutrino masses we are interested in.

To illustrate the constraints that can be set from 0νββ experiments, we show the 0νββ

lifetime of 136Xe in Fig. 8 in the type-II limit in the NH as a function of the lightest neutrino

mass m1 (or equivalently, the lightest sterile neutrino mass M4). We have set M6 = 100GeV

andMWR
= 10 TeV for concreteness and considered two cases for the WL-WR mixing param-

eters: ξ = 0 (red) and ξ = 0.3 (blue). The gray regions in both figures indicate the lifetime in

the case of just three light Majorana neutrinos without contributions from sterile neutrinos

or RH currents (we set MWR
→ ∞). For m1 < 1 meV, this leads to lifetimes of the order of

1029 y (the band is caused by marginalizing the unknown Majorana phases), roughly three or-

ders of magnitude longer than the current best limit from KamLAND-Zen, T 0ν
1/2 > 3.8 · 1026 y

[87], shown by the dashed horizontal line. In the mLRSM, the presence of relatively light

sterile neutrinos that are charged under SU(2)R, as indicated by the blue and red bands, can
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Figure 8. 0νββ lifetime of Xe136 in the type-II mLRSM in the NH as a function of the lightest

(sterile) neutrino mass. We have set the heaviest sterile neutrino mass at 100 GeV and MWR
= 10

TeV and ξ = 0.3 (blue) and ξ = 0 (red). The gray regions correspond to the standard mechanism

associated with the exchange of light active Majorana neutrinos without right-handed interactions.

The right panel is the same as the left but zoomed in on the mass range most relevant for this work.
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Figure 9. 0νββ lifetime of Xe136 in the type-I mLRSM in the NH as a function of the lightest HNL.

We have set m1 = 0.03 eV (left) and m1 = 0.001 eV (right), M5 = M6 = 100 GeV, MWR
= 15

TeV,and ξ = 0.3 (blue) and ξ = 0 (red). The gray regions correspond to the standard mechanism

associated with the exchange of light active Majorana neutrinos without RH interactions.

significantly reduce the lifetimes, reaching lifetimes around 1025 y for HNLs with masses of

O(102)MeV. We obtain the width of the bands by marginalizing over the unknown Majorana

phases and the phases α and θL. The effect of WL-WR mixing can be severe in this mass

range because of the chiral enhancement discussed above. In the right panel of Fig. 8, we

show the same results but now zoom in on the mass region forM4 most relevant for displaced

vertex searches. We see that 0νββ limits rule out a large part of this parameter space even

for a MWR
= 10TeV mass.

We can perform very similar calculations in the type-I scenario. In this case, we need to

specify the lightest neutrino mass, the hierarchy, and the values for all HNLs to compute the

0νββ lifetime. In Fig. 9, we have considered a scenario with MWR
= 15 TeV for the lightest

HNL in the mass region of interest, and we assumed the other HNLs to be significantly

heavier. The difference between the left and right panel is the value of the lightest neutrino

mass (m1 = 0.03 eV left and m1 = 0.001 eV right). As can be seen by comparing the two

panels, the value of m1 affects the 0νββ curves. Still, it barely influences the constraints

on mWR
because RH currents dominate the decay rates at the points where the current

experimental limit is saturated.
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7 Collider and fixed-target analysis

This section briefly introduces our computation method of estimating the expected number of

observed sterile-neutrino-decay events in the considered experiments. We include the following

LHC far-detector setups with the associated integrated luminosities: ANUBIS (3 ab−1) [117],

FASER (150 fb−1) and FASER2 (3 ab−1) [118, 119], MATHUSLA (3 ab−1) [33, 50, 120], FACET

(3 ab−1) [121], CODEX-b (300 fb−1) [122], and MoEDAL-MAPP1 (30 fb−1) and MoEDAL-MAPP2

(300 fb−1) [123, 124]. For a more detailed summary of the LHC far-detector experiments, we

refer to e.g. Refs. [43, 45] and the references therein. We further investigate the DUNE (1.1×1022

protons on target (POTs)) near detector of the LBNF at Fermilab with a total run time of

10 years [109–113], and the recently approved LHC beam-dump experiment SHiP (2 × 1020

POTs) with five years’ operation duration [46–48, 125]. We consider the case of a 120-GeV

(400-GeV) proton beam hitting a target at DUNE (SHiP). The DUNE near detector [167, 168]

employs a 194 m long decay pipe with a radius of 2 m placed 27 m downstream from the

target, where the kaons are supposed to decay. Its near detector is constructed at a distance

of 574 m downstream from the target and has a length of 6.4 m and a width of 3.5 m. The

SHiP experiment [125] should instrument the detector with a distance of 45 m from the IP

and a length of 50 m. With a pyramidal frustum shape, the detector has dimensions 1.5 m

× 4.3 m (5 m × 10 m) with its front (rear) surface.

Next, we will discuss the computation of the number of produced sterile neutrinos. Con-

sidering sterile neutrinos originating from meson decays, Nprod is given by

Nprod
M,N = NM · Br

(
M → N +X

)
, (7.1)

where NM is the number of mesons M produced at an experiment for its total runtime,

which we list in Tab. 3 for the LHC, DUNE, and SHiP experiments, and Br
(
M → N +X

)
is the

branching ratio of a meson M into the final states that include a sterile neutrino (see Sec. 4).

To evaluate the fraction ofNprod observed through sterile-neutrino decays in the detectors,

we apply Monte-Carlo techniques to determine the geometrical acceptance for each detector

setup. For a single N with speed βi, boost factor γi and proper lifetime τN (see Sec. 5), the

probability to decay inside the fiducial volume of a detector is given by

PM,i

[
N in f.v.

]
= exp

[
−

LT,i

βiγicτN

](
1− exp

[
−

LI,i

βiγicτN

])
. (7.2)

Here, LT,i is the length Ni travels to reach the detector, LI,i is the length Ni would travel

through the detector if it would not decay inside, and c is the speed of light. In the case

of Ni traveling not towards the detector, the decay probability inside the detector is zero.

The charm and bottom mesons can be legitimately assumed to be decaying at the IP. We

cannot do so for the kaons with their longer lifetimes. We also consider their displaced

decay positions within the simulation. Only the kaons decaying before reaching areas of

rock, shielding infrastructure, hadron absorber, calorimeters, etc., should be included in the

computation. For DUNE, there is no such problem as a specific decay pipe is instrumented at

the near-detector experiment, while for the far detectors at the LHC, care should be taken and

we refer to Ref. [43] for the detail. For the SHiP experiment, the target is 1.4 m long, followed

immediately by a hadron absorber and then muon shielding; thus, we require that the kaons

decay before leaving the target and reaching the absorber.
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Meson M NM (LHC) NM (DUNE) NM (SHiP)

K± 2.38× 1018 5.76× 1021 1.9× 1019

KL 1.31× 1018 5.76× 1021 1.9× 1019

KS 1.31× 1018 5.76× 1021 1.9× 1019

D± 2.04× 1016 2.28× 1017 1.4× 1017

D0 3.89× 1016 6.95× 1017 4.3× 1017

D±
s 6.62× 1015 9.68× 1016 6.0× 1016

B± 1.46× 1015 4.46× 1011 2.7× 1013

B0 1.46× 1015 4.46× 1011 2.7× 1013

B0
s 2.53× 1014 1.11× 1011 7.2× 1012

Table 3. Number of mesons M over the full 4π solid angle [26, 37, 43, 45]. For the LHC, we show NM

for a center-of-mass energy of 14TeV and a total integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1. For DUNE with a

proton beam energy of 120GeV, NM numbers are presented for a runtime of ten years with 1.1×1022

POTs. For SHiP with a proton beam energy of 400GeV, we list NM for a total operation time of 5

years with 2× 1020 POTs. The superscript ± means the sum of the numbers of the positively charged

and the negatively charged mesons. Similarly, D0, B0, and B0
s all denote the sum of the numbers of

the two charge-conjugated states.

Using the event generator PYTHIA8 [169, 170] in combination with a three-dimensional

approximation of the fiducial volume [43]4, we simulate NMC = 106 proton-on-proton events

with the corresponding beam-energy setups, and calculate an average decay probability with

〈
PM

[
Ni in f.v.

]〉
=

1

NMC

NMC∑
i

PM,i

[
N in f.v.

]
(7.3)

Lastly, the detector must be able to reconstruct the decay vertex of the sterile neutrino.

We call final states ’visible’ if we expect that the detector setup is capable of vertex recon-

struction for that given final state. ’Invisible’ final states, such as a final state consisting

of only active neutrinos, are excluded from the analysis. The expected number of observed

sterile-neutrino decays is given by

Nobs
N = Br

(
N → visible

)∑
M

Nprod
M,N ·

〈
PM

[
N in f.v.

]〉
, (7.4)

where Br
(
N → visible

)
is the branching ratio of the sterile neutrino into visible final states,

and we assume 100% detection efficiency.

8 Numerical results

In the following, we discuss the results of the numerical simulations as introduced in the

previous sections.

4In the three-dimensional approximation we can include a meson traveling a macroscopic distance before

decaying into the sterile neutrino. This allows us to include decays of the long-lived kaons in the analysis.
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8.1 Type-II seesaw benchmark scenarios

We first analyze type-II seesaw scenarios with (ξ = 0.3) and without (ξ = 0.0)WL-WR mixing.

In Fig. 10, we have drawn isocurves of Nobs
N = 3 in the M4−MWR

plane for the LHC far

detectors, DUNE near detector, and SHiP, as introduced in Sec. 7. To simplify the presentation

while obtaining the sensitivity reach to the RH gauge-boson mass, we assume a scenario where

M5,6 > mBs , ensuring that only the lightest sterile neutrino N4 is kinematically relevant. We

achieve this by selecting a sizeable heaviest sterile-neutrino massM6 = 100GeV, cf. Eq. (2.32).

Note that choosing a substantially larger M6 = 1TeV would not significantly impact the

results. Below the kaon threshold M4 < MK± , DUNE has the highest sensitivity, whereas for

M±
K < M4 < M±

D and M±
D < M4 < MBs , SHiP and MATHUSLA are predicted to have the

strongest constraining power among the considered experiments, respectively. Furthermore,

we display together the latest exclusion bounds of the 0νββ experiment KamLAND-Zen [87] on

the RH gauge-boson mass. These limits were obtained by calculating the 136Xe lifetime, as

discussed in Sec. 6. Here, to set the most conservative limits onMWR
, we have maximized the

136Xe lifetime over the unknown phases λ1,2 and θL. Additionally, we depict the sensitivity

reach of next-gen ton-scale experiments that are projected to probe the 136Xe lifetime up to

O(1028) years.

The left panel of Fig. 10 shows that the highest sensitivity reach to the RH gauge-boson

masses for 0.1GeV< M4 < 5GeV will be provided by next-generation 0νββ searches for

ξ = 0.3. In this scenario, one can probe RH gauge-boson effects up to MWR
∼ 25TeV with

these 0νββ experiments. Compared to the current 0νββ bounds onMWR
, DUNE and SHiP are

the only experiments that provide a competitive sensitivity reach, probing at most MWR
∼

15TeV. The right panel shows the same scenario but for ξ = 0.0. There, the DV searches can

be competitive with next-generation 0νββ experiments. Below the kaon threshold, around

0.3 GeV < M4 < M±
K , DUNE and future 0νββ experiments exhibit similar sensitivity reach

to RH currents. Above the kaon threshold, for 1.2 GeV < M4 < 1.9 GeV, SHiP outperforms

the projected next-generation 0νββ experiments.

Below the kaon threshold, the most stringent upper limits on the minimal mixing angle

|Ue4|2 between the active and sterile neutrinos have been determined by the experiments

NA62 [171] and T2K [172]. We translate these upper bounds into lower bounds on the RH

gauge-boson mass, which agree with previous assessments [175]. We can compare these limits

to the 0νββ constraints. For ξ = 0.0, current NA62 and T2K limits are competitive with

current 0νββ constraints, whereas, for larger ξ, the 0νββ limits are more stringent. Upper

bounds on the minimal mixing angle have also been determined by experiments such as

CHARM [176, 177], DELPHI [178], PS191 [179, 180], BEBC [173, 174], and NuTeV [181]. Below

the kaon threshold, these experiments’ constraints are weaker than those of NA62 [171] and

T2K [172], and we therefore do not show them. However, BEBC [173, 174] does extend the

limits to larger sterile-neutrino masses leading the bounds on |Ue4|2 for M4 between the kaon

and charm-meson thresholds, and its bounds are shown as dashed light-gray curves. They

are much less stringent than the 0νββ limits.

We predict that the sensitivity reach of (future) DV searches to MWR
is stronger for

ξ = 0.0 than for ξ = 0.3. Further, it is no coincidence that the DUNE sensitivity reach is most

significantly impacted by non-zero values of ξ, as at DUNE predominantly (pseudoscalar) pions

and kaons are produced, which are suppressed by the non-zero WL-WR mixing. Finally, as

could be deduced from Fig. 8 (right), the 0νββ sensitivity reach is increased in a scenario

with non-zero WL-WR mixing.
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Figure 10. Predicted sensitivity reach of the next-gen 0νββ experiments and the DV searches (at

the LHC far detectors, DUNE near detector, and beam-dump experiment SHiP) in the M4 −MWR
plane

in type-II seesaw scenarios. For the WL-WR mixing, we have set ξ = 0.3 (ξ = 0) in the left (right)

panel. Also displayed are existing bounds obtained by recasting the results from the 0νββ experiment

KamLAND-Zen [87] and the search for long-lived sterile neutrinos at the NA62 [171], T2K [172], and

BEBC [173, 174] experiments. We have set the heaviest sterile neutrino mass M6 = 100GeV.
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Figure 11. Isocurves in the M4-MWR
plane, corresponding to equal contributions from RH-current

and minimal-mixing effects to sterile-neutrino decays for several m1 values in type-I seesaw scenarios.

Below (above) each of the isocurves, the RH-current (minimal-mixing) effects dominate.

8.2 Type-I seesaw benchmark scenarios

Determining the sensitivity reaches of the considered experiments in type-I benchmark sce-

narios is only sensible when minimal-mixing contributions are significant compared to the

RH-current contributions. Otherwise, these type-I seesaw scenarios converge to type-II seesaw

scenarios, and we gain no new information. We again assume a scenario where only the light-

est sterile neutrino N4 is kinematically available. We determine whether the minimal-mixing

or RH-current contributions dominate the sterile-neutrino production rate with Eq. (4.4). For

sterile-neutrino decays, we perform the same task numerically.

In Fig. 11, we show in the M4-MWR
plane whether the minimal-mixing contributions
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or RH-current contributions dominate the sterile-neutrino decay for various m1 values. For

example, we see that for a large m1 = 0.03 eV, the minimal-mixing contributions dominate

the decays of the lightest sterile neutrinos for M4 < 0.9GeV (around the ρ-meson threshold)

if MWR
≳ 20TeV. As shown in Fig. 10, DV-search experiments such as DUNE, SHiP, and

MATHUSLA can probe RH gauge-boson effects in this mass range in type-II seesaw scenarios.

This means minimal-mixing contributions can be significant for a relatively large m1. Hence,

we deem it interesting to further analyze the sensitivity reach in type-I seesaw benchmark

scenarios, which we now do.

To maximize the impact of minimal-mixing effects, we set m1 = 0.03 eV. In Fig. 12, we

show isocurves where Nobs
N = 3 for the (future) DV-search experiments in the considered

type-I seesaw scenario. All the LHC far detectors that probe ∼ 10TeV RH gauge-boson

masses exhibit similar isocurves compared to the type-II scenario. This is unsurprising as

RH contributions dominate at this magnitude of MWR
. In the case of DUNE, however, the

sensitivity in the type-I seesaw scenario is perceptibly higher than in the type-II seesaw

scenario. Finally, we note that the results are insensitive to the choice between generalized

P-symmetry and C-symmetry scenarios.

Since there are no direct relations between the active- and sterile-neutrino masses in the

type-I seesaw scenario, there is less predictive power for the 0νββ sensitivity reach compared

to type-II seesaw scenarios. Nevertheless, comparing the 0νββ sensitivity reach to the far-

detector sensitivity reaches is still interesting. We choose the sterile-neutrino masses to be

large (M5,6 = 100 GeV ≫MBs) to be conservative. In Fig. 12, we show the results for current

and next-gen experiments in this type-I seesaw scenario. Again the existing 0νββ constraints

are stringent, but DUNE and SHiP will be more sensitive in parts of the parameter space.

Because of the relatively large m1 at 0.03 eV, the minimal-mixing contributions are

sufficiently large to be detected in next-generation 0νββ experiments for M4 > 0.5GeV.

This is true irrespective of the mass of the RH gauge boson and therefore the green dashed

line becomes vertical. However, For M4 < 0.5GeV, the active-neutrino contributions to

the 136Xe decay rate can cancel the sterile-neutrino contributions, analogous to the phase

cancellations occurring in parts of the gray regions in Fig 8. In this case, the next-generation

0νββ experiments will be sensitive to MWR
= 25TeV roughly.

9 Conclusions

Sterile neutrinos are prime candidates for explaining the lightness of the non-zero active neu-

trino masses via the seesaw mechanism. These elusive particles could also address other major

issues in particle physics and cosmology, such as the baryon asymmetry of the Universe and

dark matter. Relatively light, GeV-scale sterile neutrinos are particularly interesting because

they can be copiously produced at numerous current and future particle-physics experiments.

This work investigates the phenomenology of GeV-scale sterile neutrinos within the mLRSM.

There, sterile neutrinos couple to SM particles through minimal mixing with active neutri-

nos and via heavy right-handed gauge bosons induced by a SU(2)R gauge symmetry at high

energies. We have considered both type-II and type-I seesaw scenarios. For simplicity, we

have assumed in most scenarios that only the lightest sterile-neutrino mass eigenstate N4 is

kinematically available.

For sterile-neutrino production and decay in DV searches, the essential benchmark pa-

rameters are the mass of the right-handed gauge boson MWR
and the ratio of vevs ξ = κ′/κ,

which sets the WL-WR mixing strength. In scenarios with a relatively large ξ = 0.3, hadronic
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Figure 12. Predicted sensitivity reach of the next-gen 0νββ experiments and the DV searches in the

M4−MWR
plane in the type-I seesaw scenario setting m1 = 0.03 eV. For the WL-WR mixing, we have

set ξ = 0.3 (ξ = 0.0) in the left (right) panel. We also show existing bounds from the 0νββ experiment

KamLAND-Zen [86]. We show recast bounds obtained from NA62 [171], T2K [172], and BEBC [173, 174].

processes may be significantly enhanced or suppressed through interference terms linear in ξ,

depending on the parity configuration of initial and final-state particles.

In type-I seesaw scenarios, the left- and right-handed neutrino-mixing matrices UPMNS

and UR are, in principle, uncorrelated. To reduce the number of free parameters, we as-

sumed these two matrices were equal, as in type-II seesaw scenarios. In this limit, we note

that for relatively light (≲ 12TeV) RH gauge-boson masses, minimal-mixing contributions

induced by the non-zero Dirac mass termMD are always sub-leading compared to RH-current

contributions so that the type-I and type-II scenarios have a very similar phenomenology.

By performing Monte-Carlo simulations, we have investigated the sensitivity reaches of

the following (future) DV experiments: ANUBIS, CODEX-b, DUNE, FACET, FASER(2), MATHUSLA,

MoEDAL-MAPP1(2), and SHiP. We have considered B-meson, D-mesons, and kaon decays,

where we have probed scenarios with and without the WL-WR mixing. We highlight the

sensitivity reach of the DUNE and SHiP experiments, which could probe sterile-neutrino signal

events for RH gauge-boson masses ∼ 20TeV.

The presence of relatively light Majorana neutrinos with non-standard interactions with

SM fields can lead to large neutrinoless double beta decay rates. We have computed these

rates using modern EFT methods. In both type-I and type-II scenarios, there are several

distinct contributions to the 0νββ rates. In particular, an exciting interplay exists in the

type-I scenario between contributions from light active neutrinos and the HNLs with RH

interactions. In scenarios with small WL-WR mixing, we find that the future DV searches

at DUNE and SHiP will probe parameters space beyond the existing 0νββ bounds, including

the future ton-scale program. Non-zero WL-WR mixing tends to increase 0νββ rates while

suppressing the DV-search sensitivity, making 0νββ searches more competitive.

The large separation of scales between the masses of the light sterile neutrinos and the

heavy RH gauge bosons present in the mLRSM allows the description of the physics stud-

ied here from another perspective, the EFT approach. The relevant EFT Lagrangians are

νSMEFT and νLEFT, working above and below the EW scale, respectively. We have per-

formed the matching between the mLRSM and the EFT Lagrangians. Previous studies ap-

plying EFT techniques for long-lived sterile neutrinos assume only specific Wilson coefficients
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with certain lepton- or quark-flavor configurations to be non-vanishing. While efficient, this

approach considers scenarios that can be over-simplified from the view of UV completions.

We have chosen to focus on the well-motivated UV-complete mLRSM analysis, which pro-

vides a more comprehensive phenomenology and, as shown, probes BSM scales comparable

to those predicted with the EFT approach. However, an essential distinction between the two

approaches is that a UV-complete model offers better predictability and allows for consistent

consideration of complementary probes from sterile-neutrino-induced low-energy phenomena

such as 0νββ.

The main conclusion of this work is that in the mLRSM, the LHC far detectors, the DUNE

near detector, and the beam-dump experiment SHiP at CERN can probe energy scales of the

RH-current physics comparable to those that current and future 0νββ searches are sensitive

to. Both DV and 0νββ searches are, therefore, essential for scrutinizing the existence of long-

lived GeV-scale sterile neutrinos. Possible follow-up ideas of this work include investigating

the correlation with constraints that can be set from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis. Additionally,

it could be interesting to include sub-leading partonic processes in the DV searches and study

their corresponding sensitivity results; in particular, they could have a more extensive mass

reach on the sterile neutrino than the meson-decay events considered here.
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